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GAY AD NETWORK – VIDEO ADVERTISING OPTIONS

Gay Ad Network!
Video Service !

LGBTQ!
Audience !
Targeting!

Content! Platforms! Video!
Length!

Completion 
Rate!

 Click!
Rate !  Avails!

LGBTQ!
Outstream 

Content
& Data

LGBTQ!
Websites

Mobile &
 Desktop

:15 :30 :60 
:90+ Average  Highest   Medium 

Outstream  Data  Mainstream 
Websites

Mobile &
Desktop

:15 :30 :60 
:90 Average  Highest   High 

Instream!
(Pre/Mid/Post-Roll) Data Mainstream 

Websites
Mobile &
Desktop

:15 :30 :60 
:90 High  Average    High 

LGBTQ Instream !
(Pre-Roll)

Content 
& Data 

LGBTQ!
YouTube 
Channels

Mobile &
Desktop

:15 :30 :60 
:90 High  Average   Medium 

Connected TV Data Mainstream 
Channels

CTV, OTT Apps 
Mobile &
 Desktop

:15 :30 Highest  Lowest  Limited

LGBTQ!
Connected TV Content LGBTQ!

Channel
CTV, OTT Apps 

Mobile &
 Desktop

:15 :30 Highest  Lowest Very 
Limited 

Native Video Data  Mainstream 
Websites

Mobile &!
Desktop :15 :30 :60  Low  Low   Limited 

Power VJ!
Out of Home Venue LGBTQ Bars/

Clubs Out of Home :15 :30 :60 
:90 100% N/A Limited



Reaching LGBTQ consumers in an authentic LGBTQ environment is a great way to build 
brand affinity and drive brand preference. Gay Ad Network delivers outstream campaigns 
across a curated list of award-winning LGBTQ websites. All websites are audited regularly 
to ensure brand protection and quality control. Our direct publisher relationships guarantee 
first-party premium inventory. Dynamic optimization shifts delivery to the most productive 
inventory placements. 

LGBTQ OUTSTREAM VIDEO



LGBTQ OUTSTREAM VIDEO

�Gay Ad Network 
outstream video ads 
appear on the home 
pages and main 
content sections of 
select LGBTQ websites.  

Typically 15 or 30 
seconds, outstream ads 
may be supported in 
longer formats up to 5 
minutes and only begin 
to play when they are 
visible within users’ 
browsers. 

Engagement and view 
through tracking is 
supported, and 
campaigns may be 
optimized by creative, 
audience segment and 
placement.



OUTSTREAM VIDEO

�In addition to LGBTQ websites, outstream delivery may be extended through 
audience targeting on mainstream websites utilizing Gay Ad Network’s first-
party LGBTQ data to target LGBTQ audiences. Outstream videos can be 
targeted to desktop and mobile platforms. Whitelists and blacklists may be 
created to control inventory placements, while third-party tracking tools verify 
viewability and video completion rates.






�An advantage of running Gay Ad 
Network instream video advertising 
over cable or broadcast TV 
commercials is our ability to target 
specific LGBTQ audience segments 
and measure the view through and 
click through results. 

Video pre-roll ads run for 15, 30, 60 
or 90 seconds prior to a user 
initiated video play.

Video pre-roll, mid-roll and post-roll 
engagement and view through 
tracking is supported, and 
campaigns may be optimized by 
creative, audience segment and 
placement.


V IDEO INSTREAM
ADVERT IS ING MAY 
TARGET SELECT 

LGBTQ AUD IENCE 
SEGMENTS.

INSTREAM PRE-ROLL, MID-ROLL AND POST-ROLL VIDEO



LGBTQ INSTREAM PRE-ROLL VIDEO – YOUTUBE CHANNELS INCL. DAVEY WAVEY



LGBTQ INSTREAM PRE-ROLL VIDEO – YOUTUBE CHANNELS INCL. DAVEY WAVEY



CONNECTED TV – OVERVIEW

Source: dataxu	



�Gay Ad Network has 
effectively aggregated a new 
LGBTQ TV network by 
reaching LGBTQ viewers 
across multiple connected 
TV devices. 

Advertisers may target the 
growing number of LGBTQ 
“cord-cutters” or “cord-
nevers” who do not have a 
traditional TV service.

CONNECTED TV – GAY AD NETWORK



CONNECTED TV – CROSS-PLATFORM DELIVERY

Connected TV is 
delivered on smart TV 
screens, game 
consoles, computers 
and mobile phones. 

LGBTQ viewers are 
targeted by Gay Ad 
Network via Roku and 
numerous additional 
video streaming mobile 
app services on phones 
and tables by utilizing 
our proprietary first-
party LGBTQ database.



CONNECTED TV – CONTENT PARTNERS & NETWORKS

A&E
ABC Freeform  
Adult Swim
AETV
AMC
American Heroes
Animal Planet
BBC America
Biography
Bloomberg
Bravo
Cartoon Network
CMT
CNN 
CNN Go
Comedy Central
Cooking Channel 
Creepster TV
Crunchyroll CTV

Destination America
Discovery Channel
Discovery Life
DIY Network
DramaFever
ESPN 
ESPN 2  
ESPNews  
FilmOn TV
Food Network
Fox
Fox Live
Fox Sports
Fubo.TV
Fuse
FX
FXX  
FYI
Hallmark Channel


HGTV
History
HLN  
Hulu
IFC
Investigation Discovery
Lifetime
MTV
MTV2
National Geographic
NBC Sports
Newsy CTV
Nickelodeon
OV Guide
OWN
Pluto TV
Poker Central 
Popcornflix
Revry

Roku
Science Channel
SciFI
SEC Network 
StreamnowTV 
TBS  
Telemundo
TLC
TNT  
Travel Channel
TruTV
TubiTV
TVB USA
USA
Uverse
Velocity Channel
VH1
Viceland  
WeTV

Gay Ad Network delivers video spots to LGBTQ audiences across an expansive network of content 
providers.



LGBTQ CONNECTED TV – REVRY LGBTQ STREAMING TV

:15  &  :30  
SPOTS ON 
LEAD ING 
LGBTQ 

STREAMING TV  
NETWORK 

REVRY.



�Gay Ad Network’s native 
video ads are presented 
directly alongside publisher 
content, adapting to the layout 
of each individual site in order 
to look like editorial.

Native video advertising 
includes related headlines, 
text and logos and reaches 
LGBTQ consumers on over 
1,500 premium mainstream 
websites.

Due to completely responsive 
design and ad serving 
technology, native ads may be 
viewed across all desktop and 
mobile devices and browsers. 

NATIVE VIDEO



�Gay Ad Network offers Power VJ, an out-of-home video service that 
runs across an exclusive network of gay bars and nightclubs where 
patrons are engaged and receptive. Video ads are mixed in with 
thousands of music videos, including the hottest new tracks. Power VJ 
is offering Gay Ad Network’s partners a first-to-market opportunity to 
feature 15 or 30 second spots. NOTE: Advertisers’ videos may not 
include sound.

POWER VJ – OUT OF HOME LGBTQ BAR VIDEOS



POWER VJ – OUT OF HOME LGBTQ BAR VIDEOS



LGBTQ SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO POSTS

�Gay Ad Network’s social 
media posts are placed directly 
by influencers and LGBTQ 
publishers on Facebook, 
Twitter and/or Instagram.

. 



LGBTQ SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO POSTS

�Gay Ad Network’s social media posts 
support videos, photos and photo 
galleries. Viewers may like, comment 
and share posts to drive engagement.

. 



LGBTQ SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO POSTS

�Gay Ad Network’s social media 
videos on Facebook may be 
uploaded directly or shared from 
a YouTube video link to drive 
views to an existing YouTube 
asset.
. 



IN BANNER VIDEO

Gay Ad Network delivers in-banner 
video campaigns across a curated list 
of award-winning LGBTQ websites.

In addition to LGBTQ websites, 
delivery may be extended through 
audience targeting on mainstream 
websites utilizing Gay Ad Network’s 
first-party LGBTQ data to target 
LGBTQ audiences. 

In-banner videos may be targeted to 
desktop and mobile platforms. !

Whitelists and blacklists may be 
created to control inventory 
placements, while third-party tracking 
tools verify viewability rates.

. 



SCRUFF VIDEO LAUNCH INTERSTITIALS

�Gay Ad Network’s video 
launch interstitial on the Scruff 
mobile app is a powerful 
edge-to-edge screen 
takeover placement that 
appears when unpaid 
members launch the Scruff 
app.

15, 30, 60 and 90 second 
videos are supported in this 
first-to-market opportunity. 

Video launch interstitials may 
be geo-targeted to unpaid 
active members in the US 
during the placement’s 14 day 
flight. 





SCRUFF VIDEO INBOX MESSAGES

�Gay Ad Network’s inbox 
message on the Scruff mobile 
app is the most impactful way 
to reach Scruff’s paid 
members – and the placement 
now accepts video.

The video inbox message alert 
remains active for two weeks 
on the main Scruff member 
screen or until the member 
takes an action. 

15, 30, 60 and 90 second 
videos are supported in this 
first-to-market opportunity. 

Video launch interstitials may 
be geo-targeted to paid active 
members in the US during the 
placement’s 14 day flight. 




�Gay Ad Network audience segments may be created to refine audience composition 
and improve campaign efficiencies. Audience segments may be constructed by 
overlaying our first-party LGBTQ audience data with over 25,000 data points from third-
party data providers. Targeting options include demographics, behaviors, context, 
interests, psychographics, lifestyles, brand affinities, past purchases, and in-market intent. 

NICHE AUDIENCE SEGMENTS






Multicultural: African-American, Hispanic and Asian LGBTQ 
audiences.


Early Adopters: Brand-conscience and technically savvy, 
these progressive buyers influence their peers.


Luxury Buyers: With high disposable income, these wealthy 
buyers have a propensity to spend on the finer things in life.


Frequent Travelers: These frequent-fliers love to travel the 
world for business and pleasure.


Fitness Buffs: Healthy and fit, these buyers work hard to 
stay in shape and live life to the fullest.


Green Buyers: Socially conscience and eco-friendly, these 
LGBTQ buyers seek out environmentally safe brands. 


Entertainment Enthusiasts: These buyers frequently 
attend movie premieres, musical performances and live events.

PRE-DEFINED NICHE AUDIENCE SEGMENTS 


